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Lakeside Healthcare Stamford – Patient Participation Group 
Committee Meeting Minutes 

 
Date: Monday 20th January 2020  
Time: 18:30 – 20:00 
 

1.  Attendees 

Name Initials Role Declared Conflicts of 
Interest 20.1.20 

% Attendance   90.00% 
Alison Warrick AW Treasurer None declared Y 
Andrew Nebel AN Co-Chair None declared Y 
Geoff Freestone GF   None declared Y 
Harrish Bisnauthsing HB   None declared Y 
Keith Spurr KS Education Officer None declared Y 
Marion Pitt MP     A 
Michelle Nebel MN Minutes None declared Y 
Mike Pring MP   None declared Y 
Simon Chapman SC   None declared Y 
Sue Prior SP Co-Chair None declared Y 

 

2. Welcome and Introductions 

AN opened the meeting of the Lakeside Healthcare PPG at 18:30 on 20 January 2020 at Hemgate House in Ryhall.  

MN recorded attendees in the register above.   

AN asked if someone wanted to chair the meeting … he was asked to chair it until agreement could be reached on 
holders of committee posts.  

All attendees were asked to declare if they had any conflict of interests, which are recorded in the attendee register 
above.  

Name Introduction 
Sue Prior Lawyer: ex international aerospace director: management consultant, experience sa social acre 

manger & head of procurement for a local authority. Governor for NWAFT. Primary interest is in 
ensuring the patient voice is hear & effective 

Geoff Freestone Active since 2008. Runs a management consultancy business. Has been an active patient of various 
groups. Concerned that there is a dislocation between primary & secondary care 

Alison Warrick Lived in Stamford for past 11 years. Wide experience of the health service. Family member had 
serious health issues. Retired maths teacher. No one is criticising the primary care. Feels there is a 
need to get involved. Concerned that there are communications issues.  

Keith Spurr Lived in Stamford 20 years.  Retired HR consultant. Service champion for Diabetes UK.  Has set up 
peer groups. Currently helping set up a group in Grantham. Involved with Diabetes research in 
London, the co-production group & involved with the neighbour team in Stamford at project level.  
Member of PPG for the past 6 – 7 years. Major drivers are roadshows on major events such as 
Parkinson’s disease.  

Mike Pring Lived in Stamford 40 years.  Ex-governor of Stamford school. Ex-governor of the prison  
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Currently a trustee of the food bank. 5 children 14 grandchildren.  Married to a lawyer.  Was in the 
food industry.  

Simon Chapman Lives in Ryhall for past 4.5 years.  Has 4 children. Works for NHS England, senior role in the aging 
well programme. Works on a personalised care programme. Trained barrister 

Harrish 
Bisnauthsing 

Lives in Stamford for 48 years.  Ex air force. Currently a Computer engineer. Town councillor since 
1987. District councillor since 2003.  The patient must have a voice from within. Trustee of an alms 
houses in Stamford & the Cornhill Theatre. Likes networking & voicing community concerns.   

Marion Pitt Absent 
Andrew Nebel Semi-retired director of Barnandos.  Non exec of Southwark CCG. Trustee/chair of 2 charities 
 

3. Handover briefing 

SP gave a handover briefing summarised as follows: 
At present each chair or vice chair on of a south Lincs. PPG can sit on the south Lincs. Cluster group, a body which 
provided a south Lincs patient voice .This group is now defunct.. 
PPG chairs are invited to sit on the CCG south Lincs patient Council  which is led by a lay CCG representative & a CCG 
engagement officer.  There were 4 councils covering Lincs. this is due, under the changes by CCG CEO John Turner, to 
be either one patient council or two, North & South. 
 
The primary care network (PCN) grouping for Lakeside Stamford is with Lakeside Bourne (Hereward). Additional 
funds are being provided by NHSE & CCG for these new groups to deliver additional community-based services. 
Stamford as a large practice it will be important to help support the voice of the patients of south Lincs. Lincolnshire 
CCG is very Lincoln centric .The last patient council meeting is being held on Feb 5th 
 
HealthWatch an independent government health watch dog holds  meetings approx. every 3 months called “ your 
voice  across Lincolnshire & are theme orientated “ .The next meeting is on January 29th. 

4. Committee Positions 

AN summarised his view of the present position, which was that the PPG & its charity need not be one & the same 
body.  

Now that most of the trustees/committee members have resigned from the charity/PPG, it presents the opportunity 
to adopt a simpler structure separating the charity from the PPG.  

It is recommended that we form a management committee for Lakeside PPG & allow the charity to manage its 
affairs.  HB will need to work out how to manage the charity, amend its constitution & register it with the charity 
commission.  GF, KS & SB offered to become trustees & assist HB in restricting the charity. New charity is to be 
renamed E.g. Stamford community care.  SC to come up with a new name.  HB to set up a meeting at his place with 
GF, KS & SC.  AN is happy to provide advice.   

HB undertook to define the future purpose of the charity is, & how it will work with the practice to fund initiatives of 
benefit to patients.  

The new PPG would as a separate body operate in line with terms of reference currently under preparation. A draft 
version of which has been supplied to committee members for comment over the next week.  

It was asked how long have the CCGS being in existence?  These were created in 2013 but are now undergoing 
significant change under the NHS long term plan & its desire for bigger foot prints to support moves towards 
integrated care systems.   
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It was agreed the charity should adopt the posture of being a ‘friends of Lakeside charity’ primarily to receive 
unsolicited bequests & fund actively fund raise.  

The new committee agreed its role is to create an active PPG focused on a constructive dialogue between the 
practice & its patients & vice versa.  To do this it will need a clear action plan establishing a conduit between the 
patients & the practice & also ensuring that the patient journey between primary & acute hospital care is joined up.  

SP advised Further development can be expected to be announced re joint community services between local trust 
& Lakeside & SKDC  

In discussing the finances, it was noted that the charity has a balance of ca. £24K. In the last year the charity has 
funded some new equipment. 

KS reminded the meeting that the proposed constitution for the charity was not yet signed off by the charity 
commission. It is intended that the constitution will revert to that of the old St Marys constitution albeit with a 
different title for the organisation. The committee expressed the view that going forward the future of the charity 
should be the concern of its trustees & no longer be in the purview of the charity HB noted that the charity has 
money that is ring fenced & questioned what should be done with it? The meeting felt that this should be something 
that is left to the trustees, but would be happy to work with the charity in an affiliated relationship in the future. AW 
asked whether the PPG needed a bank account? It was felt that this was not necessary as the committee did not feel 
as a PPG, we should be fund raising & believes that such minimal expenditure it might need could come from the 
practice or via a grant request from the charity.  

MP observed that the PPG once up & running should focus on good communications between the practice & the 
patients.  He cited by way of example the poor communication that had occurred around changes to the pain relief 
service.  

5. Terms of Reference for Committee (ToR) 

Everyone was asked to review the content of the ToR tabled by AN.  It was agreed that committee members would 
agree these outside of the meeting & would submit comments or suggested amendments using tracked changed to 
the master document. AN undertook to circulate a suitably configured version of the document to enable this to 
happen.  

AN advised that the draft ToR were substantially derived from a template produced by the patient’s association & 
were therefore a suitable & non-controversial format to adopt. He drew particular attention to appendix 4 which 
related to the requirement in the GMS contract the practice held with the CCG. This defined the practices legal 
responsibility to facilitate the existence & effective functioning of a Patient Participation Group.  

It was agreed in order to distinguish the charity from the PPG that it should change its name.  HB & the new trustees 
proposed to undertake this task.  

MP felt that the ToR should acknowledge that a major task for the PPG is communications & that this may require 
some expenditure.  

Once the committee have agreed the ToR we will approach the Dr Sarah Hall & Debbi Galloway for discussion & 
agreement of its content.  

At the end of this discussion the committee unanimously agreed that the charity & the PPG should become separate 
bodies & that the PPG once formed, should actively pursue the creation of an action plan as its primary purpose.  
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Once the ToR has been signed off by the committee & agreed with the practice regular planning meetings with the 
practice should be scheduled. These should highlight the needs of the patient & what action is needed to ensure 
easier & speedier access for appointments & treatments. The present bottleneck of the telephone system needs to 
be overcome by better use of the website & digital forms of communication.  

The main concern for patients is the inadequate telephone system.  SP said that there is a huge amount of change in 
the pipeline, which the practice is not communicating.  We need to be able to talk authoritatively about what the 
patient voice is.  

It was observed that the Lakeside group were exerting greater control centrally & this would diminish the authority 
of the Stamford practice.  It was suggested that this would make it harder for the PPG to exert influence upon 
Lakeside. AN mentioned that the PPG would be able to use its connection with the CCG & the CQC to overcome any 
reluctance to engage.  A key feature of a CGC inspection is the ‘well led’ criterion, a measure of which would be 
existence of a healthy & well supported PPG. 

KS observed that Lakeside group has set up as a number of PCNs & is expanding. He felt that all PPGs would need to 
work together & have some representation at PCN meetings.  

AN to draft introductory letter with SP to establish the new PPG committee & send this to Dr Hall.  

A discussion about future meetings occurred. It was felt that over the next 6 months the PPG committee should aim 
to meet monthly there after it was envisaged that meetings every 2 months would probably suffice. An early 
meeting with the practice was envisaged as necessary & SP agreed to work with Dr Hall to get this underway.  

The meeting was not able to address all aspects of the agenda & concluded it discussions at 20:00. The next meeting 
will aim to cover the unaddressed areas of the agenda which comprised: - 

• Purpose & Objectives 
• Ways of working 
• Stakeholder Relationships 
• Comms … Website/ Newsletter/ social media 
• Finance 

 
6. Action & Decision Log 

Action 
No 

Action Required Current Status Due Date  Person 
Responsible 

Current 
Status 

Forum 

A0001 Rename charity Charity to run separately 
from LHSPPG & add new 
trustees 

06/02/2020 Harrish 
Bisnauthsing 

Open LHSPPG 

A0002 Define the purpose of the 
charity  

Establish how to manage 
the charity, amend its 
constitution & register with 
the charity commission.  

06/02/2020 Harrish 
Bisnauthsing 

Open LHSPPG 

A0003 Confirm Terms of 
Reference for LHSPPG 

Review content & provide 
updates ahead of the next 
meeting. 

01/02/2020 All Open LHSPPG 

A0004 Approach Sarah Hall & 
Debbi Galloway with the 
updated ToR for LHSPPG 

  TBA   Open LHSPPG 

A0005 AN to draft introductory 
letter with SP to establish 
the new PPG committee. 

Complete   Andrew 
Nebel 

Propose 
to close 

LHSPPG 
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A0006 Health Watch - provide 
further information 

KS to provide information 
regarding Health watch 

01/02/2020 Keith Spurr Open LHSPPG 

A0007 Review meeting 
frequency 

MN to add to agenda of 
May LHPG meeting 

01/05/2020 Michelle 
Nebel 

Open LHSPPG 

 

Decision No.  Decision  Date Forum  
D0001 Sue Prior & Andrew Nebel agreed as joint chairs 20/01/2020 LHSPPG 
D0002 Michelle Nebel appointed to take meeting minutes 20/01/2020 LHSPPG 
D0003 Meeting frequency will be monthly for the first six months  20/01/2020 LHSPPG 

 

7. Next meeting:  Tuesday 4th Feb 18:00 at Lakeside practice.   


